
Broad Statement on the WC Report 

This list from Hal’s CA 78- 1107 ‘a, J 0 

*Leaks. .. .These leaks were engineered by the FBl and toa large degree 

controlled what the WC could undertake by way of examining witnesses and 

the evidence in the case. 

© Deficiency in the evidence. . .Most of the Report bears little or nothing on 

the evidence. The shortest part of the WCR is merely 32 pages in length 

entitled “The Assassination.” . 

What is missing from the Report are the results of the scientific tests and “ 

the official certificate of death signed by Kennedy’s personal White House 

physician. . . 

Above all on p. 122 of above site... 

e Note on Oswald & motive. . .use of semantics in place of evidence in the 

case. Eg... The description of Oswald as dedicated Marxist when all the 

WC’s evidence is that Oswald was an Orwellian. In his secret writings he 

condemned the Russian bureaucrats as “fat stinking politicians” and 

described American communists as “betrayers of the working class.” 

(source this). 

e Inordinate delays in bringing witnesses forward wht eetimony was crucial 

to the case. Eg., While the WC planned to have its Report finished by June it 

had not brought forward for questioning Abraham Zapruder and Phil Willis 

and neither were brought before the WC. Neither was deposed until July. 

James Altgens, the AP photographer who took the best-known professional 

photograph was not questioned until June. . . Jim Tague was not 

questioned by a member of the WC staff until July. . . 

e Allman, Ford, and Carolyn Arnold never questioned at all .. . (Oswald's 

alibi). .....PP 123 
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e Point K (Hal’s) total absence of any records of the extensive scientific tests 

run. P. 1241 have made copies of this page. 

. 124 The FBI and SS on the three shots and three hits (never revised) refutes 

the WCs S/B theory. ... Never been reconciled... and no attempt ever made. . 

@ Work of WC predate the investigation and conclude with Oswald as the 

assassin and no conspiracy. See this with the January proposal of outline from 

Rankin’s desk. . .Date January 22, 1964 WC Session supports this... .Where 

Rankin notes that “FBI is very explicit that Oswald is the assassin or was the 

assassin, and they are very explicit that there was no conspiracy.” Hal goes on 

at some length on p. 125... .making this point. . and over onto p. 126... 

Then shifts to January 27" transcript of WC Ex. Session .. where Rankin begins 

“We have a very dirty rumor that is very bad for the Commission... and must 

be wiped out..... ” Before the WC members held their first questioning of 

witness and examination of the evidence that Hoover (and one can assume 

Hoover had cleared this with LBJ.. . It was a joint desideratum. . . .)that Hoover 

was determined that it conclude that Oswald acted and he acted all alone. Ate 
There was no conspiracy. .... Oswald was not connected to any federal x | we Uf 

agency... This was a decision that should have been determined by evidence i we 

and not by behind closed doors in a top secret executive session... Which a 

meant that all the evidence being tested by the FBI had already been r| i 

prefigured as to what they would reveal or not disclose. .. What is meant that [: a 

the WC can just “fold up and quit.” f 
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